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TALE OF COTEINTS

Volume I

FOREWORD (AND AMSTRACT)..........................* 111

ILUSTRATIONS (consisting largely of copies of some of the
Descr4ptive Posters in the Barta Building
corridors)

Am36229 --- Whirlwind
A-36230 -- Applications
A-35676 -- Basic Elements
Am-36231 Control
A-36232 ----- Storage
A-36233 ----- Aritmet Element
A-362 ---- Input and Output
A.36235 --- Pallel Computer
A-36236 - mnary Arithmetic
A.-36237 Words: numbers of instructions
D-35266.0-- - General Layout of the Computer Room

Y1-941~ Project Reports of Current Interest In Mathematics

M-94A2 Project Reports oCrrent Interest In Aplications

Poa356 Equipment and Techniques for Inserting Information

intoCWI (with illustrations)

31-329 Techniqutes for Using Standard Automatic Subroutines

P6320 Display Program IV, onHomogeneous Second Order
Differential Equation (with photographs, and descrip'
tion of test storage and an early form of display
equipment on page 9).

Volume II

A Short Guide to Coding

3362000 Introdertion to Coding, Parts I and II

9-361 Additions to the Whirlwind InOrder Code
(Oct. 1949 to Aug. 1950)

M-9.rjc eotso arn nees nAtiain
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roRwon (An ABSTRACT)

This cover contains a selection of diagrams and

memorandmes from the reports that have been written

about the Whirlwind I electronic computer. This material

has been assembled for general reference use by people

interested in applications of the computer.

Volume 1 contains reproductions of a series of

posters that present a simplified elementary picture of

the computer, its operation, and some of its apnlications;

two memorandums that list Project reports on mathematics

and on applications; and three memorandums on the insertion

of information into the computer, the use of subroutines,

and a description of one display program.

Volume 2 contains a short guide to coding, a longer

memorandum on coding, and a supplement to the latter.
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INFORMATION-PROCESSING SYSTEMS
using

DIGITAL COMPUTERS un control

will have many

APPLICATIONS
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basic computer elements

CONTRO starcontrolCONTROL
Just as in manual computation
the operator controls the
steps to be performed.* so in
WHIRLWIND I computation

CONTROL
takes next instruction in sequence from
storaqe * examines it and sends pulses
at the proper times to the various parts
of the computer to perform the necessary

PROCESSES

instructs
instructs STORAGE to ARITHMETIC ELEMENT to
SELECT A STORAGE REGISTER CLEAR REGISTERS*

AND READ IN OR READ OUT ADD * SUBTRACT- MULTIPLY

EITHER NUMBERS OR INSTRUCTIONS DIVIDE* COMPARE

instructs JNPUT to instructs OUTPUT to
SELECT EXTERNAL DEVICE SELECT EXTERNAL DEVICE

START - READ - STOP START - RECORD - STOP
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basic computer elements

ARITHMETIC
of WHIRLWIND

ELEMENT
I compared

with a desk calculator

A-rdistor

accumulatorAcCU

counter mUIter

ARITHMETIC ELEMENTDESK CALCULATOR

arithmetic

arithmetic
element

nput u t put

Holds addend, subtrohend, multiphcand
or divisor

The adding unit-Holds the result of an
addition, multiplication or subtraction
and the dividend in division

Auxiliary register-Holds the multiplier
or quotient

PERFORMS ACTUAL ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
SUCH AS -

add * subtract* multiply * divide
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basic computer elements

INPUT AND OUTPUT
alternative ways of qetting information

into and out of WHIRLWIND I

SELECTION OF DEVICE USED IS DONE BY

mmr~m~ I

input output

CONTROL

typewriter

tape pu
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WHIRLWIND I

IS A PARALLEL
parallel storaqe
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WHIRLWIND
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WHIRLWIND

WORDS
I

are held in storaqe
and represent
NUMBERS or

reqisters
either

INSTRUCTIONS
number

o loool lo IIoo oI101I I I]1
SIGN NUMBER

.55112

instruction

L1I o 0 01 1 0101o0o 0olol 11[ I
OPERATION CODE

TRANSFER TO STORAGE
STORAGE ADDRESS
REGISTER NO. 1675

CONTROL DETERMINES WHETHER A GIVEN WORD REPRESENTS A NUMBER OR INSTRUCTION

/
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Memorandum M-941 Page 1 of 3

Project Whirlwind
Servomechanisms Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: PROJECT REPORTS OF CURRENT INTEREST: VI.

December 1, 1949

Title

A. GENERAL OBJECTIVES

M-61 Discussion of Numerical Methods
M-160 Mathematical Work of Project Whirlwind

MATIEtATICS

Be NUMERICAL METHODS

1. Solution of Algebraic Equations

*E-148 The Solution of Systems of Linear Algebraic Equations
by Successive Approximation

*M-206 Numerical Solution of Systems of Simultaneous Linear
Algebraic Equations by Elimination Methods

2. Solution of Differential Equations

R-114
*E-162

A Numerical Integration Method
Extension of Runge-Kutta Method to Differential Equa-

tions of Order N,1Where N is Greater than Four

*M.-176 Methods of Numerical Integration of Ordinary Differ-
ential Equations Most Suitable for Use by.WI and
WWII

36 9-29-48

17' 1-8-48

10 2-24-47

10 11-15-48

22 12-9-47

* Of basic importance.

4

Date:

No.
No. of
Pageas Date

3-17-47
11-12-47

6
7
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TitleNo.

C-50"
C-51
C-52
C-53
C-54
C-55
C-56
C-57)
C-60

C-99

*E-143

'C.

*B-147

*M-239

E-166
E-194
M-124

M-71
M-78
M-95
M-524

E-152

No.of
Pages Date

6 5-3-48
3 5-5-48
5 5-10-48
7 5-12-48
4 5-17-48
3 5-19-48
5 5-24-48
8 5-26-48

3 9-7-48
6 3-6-49

48 9-16-48

4 9-27-48

4 9-23-48

Runge-Kiutta Method of Numerical Integration
(Project Whirlwind Seminar Series)

The Runge-Kutta Method for Solving Ordinary Differ-
ential Equations and its Variations

Runge-Kutta Method Applied to a Simplified Problem

3. Solution of Integral Equations

Numerical Solution of Linear Integral Equations

GENERAL AND THEORETICAL

1. Errors

The Error in the Runge-Kutta Method

Order of Combination of Arithmetical Operations for
Minimum Round-Off Error

2. General Computation

Simulation of Empir1bal Functions by Polynomials
Vertical Parabola through N Points
Location of Target from Combined Observations

3. Review of the Theoretical Work of Others

Discussion of Determinants of Large Order
Solution of Equations with Minimum Error
Report on Wiener's Ideas
Application of Newton's Method to Functional Equa-

tions
Review of Work of Kantorovich and Krylov: "Approxi-

mate Solution of Partial Differential Equations"

12-3-48
2-14-49

10-21-47

5-1-47
6-2-47
8-11-47

7-7-48

10-7-48

27
2
5

4
6
4

9

13

* Of basic importance.

0
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No.

Page 3

No. of
Pages DateTitle%

4. Thesis Work

Convergence of the Gauss-Seidel Iterative Miethod 11 4-15-49

BIITIRY NUMBERS

The Binary System of Numbers
Suggestions for Mental or Manual Binary Conversion
Tables of Binary and Decimal Numbers

13 1-15-46
3 7-1-49
5 2-23-49

R-165

D.

R.t90
M-788
M-792

I . 0
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Project Whirlwind
Servomechanisms Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJEOT PROJECT RBEORTS 0P CURRNTh INMTESTs
APPLICATION STUDIES

VII. PROGRAMMING AND

Date:

No.

December 1, 1949

Nopof
PagTitle

A. Basic Description

*E-235

*C-93

16 5-6-49

10 2.14-49

Description of Whirlwind I Codes

Notations for Coding

A, Short Guide To Coding 2

B. Cisples

1. Examnple of Coding Proceeare

11 2-14-49

2. Solution of Simultaneous Equations by Iteration

3
5

3 Sorting Problems

211-l6-~4~
1 l1.~19..11S
7 11~22-~45

* Of basic importance

0

Date

10-49

c-6s
0-71
C-72

12-7-49
2-14-49
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NTo.

C-75
0-79

0-82

C-85
C-86
0-87,
C-8
0-89
0-90

Page 2

P* oTitle

. ip Control Problem

5. Ballistic Problem

C-91
0-92
0-95
0-98
0-103

2
2
3
1
3
2

2
5
2
11.

2
2
2
41

13

0. Packaged Programs

E-161 Code for the Solution of Simultaneous Equations by
Elimination

1-170 Codes for the Evaluation of **z and in x

0-70 Codes for Sine and Cosine
0-714 Code for the Square Root
0-77 Codes for the Square Root II

D. Specialised Procedures

1. Double-Length Operations

M-328 Double-Length Operations in WWI
M-549 Comment on the Two-Register Method
Mm.659 The Problem of Scale Pactor as Applied to Non-

Simulator Problems

32
9

5
3
6

11
4

12

Date

12-748
12-10-48
12-15-48
12-23-48
12-29 I8
1.-6.49
1-12-49
1-19-49
1-21E49
1-28-49

1-31-49
2-2-49
2-11-49
2-18-49
4-1-49

11-4-48
1-18-49

11-22-48
12-3-48
12-6J48

3-31--45
7-22-48

10-20-48
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No. of
No, Title P oDat

2. Binary-to-Decimal Conversion

M-345 Binary to minary-Decimal Conversion 4 -8- 8

0-101 Binary to Decimal Conversion 1 3-22-49

3. Decimal-to-Binary Conversion

RM-533 Decimal to Binary Conversion for WI Input 13 7-15=49
w-807 Decimal to Binary Conversion Program 7 3.18-49

0-102 Decimal to Binary Conversion 2 4.9-49
0-104 Meeting of April 5, 1949 1 45-149

4. Utilisation of Input-Datput Equipment

3-234 Programming atrix Multiplication with Insufficient
Electrostatic Storage 13 5-4-49

3-245 Optimum Programming of Sqzare Matrix Multiplication5
with InsufficienVElectrostatic Storage 7 5-27-49

3.246 Calculation of Correlation Functions by W! 8 6-149

5. Utilisation of Test Storage On ly

B-220 Demonstration Problems for Whirlwind.I with
Test Storage 16 3-30-49

6. Miscellaneous

X-267 Time Saved by Sinltaneous Operation of AS and
ES 6 7-29-49

Z. Programs

P.156 Intact Stability Study Programmed for a Digital
Computer 113 3-7-49

R-169 The Solution of Power-Network Problems on
Large Scale Digital Comjuters 132 629.49

7. Test and Display Programs

Z-295 Test Program No. 1s Compter Complementing 10-7-49
E-296 Test Program No. 2: Operation Matrix Check lo-13-49
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No.of
Noitle P s Date

F. Test and Display Programs (continued)

E-297 Test Program No. : Counting in A-0 3 10-13-49
3-2989 Test Program No. 4 Shifting In AC 3 10-13-49
E-300 Display Program No. Is Family of Parabolas

and Powers of X 3 10-17-49
.304 Display Program No. 2: Second Order Differential

Equatione 6 10-25-49

G. Application Studies

1O7 .Analysis and Design of Sampled-Data Control
Systems 154 6-30-49

SI172 The Study of Non-Linear Servomechanisms With the
Aid of an Automatic Digital Compter 163 926-49

M-768 Navy Logistics: * Note for Members of the ONR
Committee Studying the Application of
Computers 7 2-4-49

0g
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Air Traffic Control Project
Servomechanisms Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambzidge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: EQUIPM1ENT AND TECHNI&QEs FOR INSERTING INFORMATION INTo VlI

Mathematics, Block Diagrams, and Input-Output Groups

From:

Date:

Abstract:

C. W. Adams

July 12, 21950

The terminal equipment to handle the insertion of
numerical data into Whirlwind I will consist of Eastman
Kodak reader-recorder film units and Flexowriter type-
writers, printers, tape readers and tape punches. In-
formation will be typed in duplicate in a standard form
using Flexowriter equipment. The computer will
automatically convert Flexowri t er- coded information into
its proper form. It will also automatically select any
desired routines or subroutines from a film library and
put these routines into any desired storage location.
Brief descriptions of the terminal equipment and a
general outline of the techniques proposed for using
the equipment are given in this note.

Table of Contents:

A) Introduction.2.. .. ..
B) Brief Description of the Pro-osed Terminal

Equipment.. . ... . . . . . . .. ,.2
C) Brief Description of the Proposed Library Film .3
D) Procedure by which a Coded Program can be Pre-

pared for WWI.. .... . . .. ... . . . .. 5
E) Procedure by which WWI can be Prepared to Perform

a New Coded Program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
F) Conclusion.:*,. ............. o 9

To

Page 1 o f9
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A. Introduction

Although several notes have been written in the past w
years describing the Whirlwind order code and methods using thiat
code, and although a number of coded programs have already been
written, no specific techniques have heretofore been described for
actually setting the computer up to perform a computation. Now that
the computer has become a physical reality and the necessary terminal
equipment has been obtained, however, it becomes decessary to describe
the techniques and the equipment which are to be employed in pre-
paring programs in a form usable by the computer.

B. Brief Description of the Proposed Terminal Equipment

According to the present plans, iniput-output equipment will
consist of (a) six Eastman Kodak reader-recorder units; b) three
complete Flexovriter units each consisting of a typewriter, a
printer, a tape punch which can be actuated by the typewriter, and
a tape reader which can control the printer; and (c) three cathode-
ray display tubes, one of which is primarily intended for photographic
recording of plotted results. The manner in which these units will
be used is described below and is illustrated in the attached pictorial
schematic (E-35714).

The Eastman Kodak reader-recorders are capable of reading
or recording binary digital information on film at a rate of 2000
words per second. Each word can be 25 binary digits long. For check-
ing purposes, the complement of each word is recorded or read con-
currently with the recording or reading of the word (no extra time
is required for handling and checking the complements). Only 16-
digit words will be used in Whirlwind I, so that 9 digit spaces will
be unused on the film. It should be emphasized that the readef-
recorders can do only one job at a time -- i.e., that each particular
unit is at any given time either a reader or a recorder but not both.
Furthermore, a recorder works with unexposed and undeveloped film, a
reader with exposed and developed film. The film produced by a
recorder must be developed in an external unit at a rate of about
6 inches per minute (10 words per second). The movement of film from
a recorder to the developer and thence to a reader is manual. Develop-
ing cannot begin until recording is complete; reading cannot begin
until developing is complete.

The Flexouriter equipment punches or reads tape at a rate
of about . lines per second. Each line of tape contains a feed hole
and room for 7 punched holes; and each typewriter key corresponds
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uniquely to a single 6-binary-digit' (hole or no hole) character, the
seventh space being left blank. The tape can be read as soon as it
comes out of the punch. Two 6-digit characters are then out into
a 16-digit coded word in Whirlwind. I or on film, the remaining4
digits of the word being always zero, in the following fashion,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7 9 9 10 11 12 1-,;.14 15

(i. e. zero) 000*6000 (i.e. zero) 000*-0 0

Extra equipment will be provided so that each character typed on
tape will be followed automatically by its complement for checking
ourposes, Punching or reading the complement on tape is, unlike in
the film equipment, a separate operation. Two characters and their
complements, and therefore 4 lines of tape, are reqxired to make
up one word. 0Furthermore, the coded information punched on tape
must be converted eventually to pure binary form and each pure binary
word will generally be made up from $ typed characters (see page 5).
Therefore, each binary word will require 8 characters and their com-
plements, 16 characters in all, and will therefore be handled at a
rate of about 1/2 word per second. Samples of a first tape (no
complements), a second tape (with complements), and a film recorded
from the second tape are shown in the attached photograph (A-"35681).

The cathode-ra displa tubes will have their deflection
plates connected to decoders which will provide horizontal and
vertical deflections proportional to the size of the binary numbers
read into the decoders by the computer, Thus points can easily be
plotted on the tube faces in Cartesian coordinates. Alternatively,
horizontal or rotating time-base sweeps may be provided to permit
Cartesian or polar plots in which a single computed coordinate is
plotted against time (this relies on a constant time interval occur-
ring between successive points). The decoders, and consequently the
display tubes, will very likely be able to handle binary words
faster than the computer can provide them. In fact, the present
temporary display system, working with the computer using 32 registers
of very-rapid-access test storage, displays up to 50,000 words per
second.,

C. Brief Description of the Prooosed Libra Film

In addition to the equipment just described, there will be
a library film on which are stored in pure binary form an initial.
program and a set, or library, of standard routines and subroutdnes.
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The initial program is the program, written once and. for

all, which is to be read into the computer initially in order tCo
direct the computer:

(1) To read-in the desired main program word by word
from film or from tape;

(2) To convert the words from Flexowriter-coded form to
pure binary;

(3) To store each converted word in its assigned location;

(4) To determine, from specific information given with
the main program, the subroutines which are needed
and the storage locations in which each is to be
located;

(5) To select the proper subroutines from the librafy film
and store each in its assigned storage location;

(6) To adapt each subroutine to its assigned storage
location; (i.e. each subroutine must originally have
been written assuming that it is to be stored start-
ing at some definite storage address, whereas in
each application it will be actually stored starting
at some other register and must therefore be adapted)

(7) To start execution of main program,

The standard routines are programs which are used frequently
enough to warrant their being stored on the library film for easy
reference when needed, thus eliminating the need for any hand opera-
tion in preparing the computer for a routine program. For instance,
an accounting or inventory problem may be done once each week with
new data, or an oil well or ballistic problem may be performed each
time a ndw situation has given rise to new data. Such programs will
be put on the library film in pure binary form and will then be avail-
able once and for all,

The standard subroutines are programs written to perform
-frequently-used computations, sch as the evaluation of sin x or log x.
Subroutines, unlike routines, do not stand by themselves but are
intended to be components of a larger program (of. E-329: Techniques
for Using Standard Automatic Subroutines). These routines and subroutines
are to be stored in pure binary form in numerical order on a roll.of
film, the nupber of each of the routines and subroutines being assigned
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in the order in which it is written. The distinction between a
standard routine and a standard subroutine is logically-important,
but in practice the two can be handled in identical fashion so that
the distinction is of no practical importance.

D. Procedure by which a Coded Program can be Pre-ared for WWI.

In order to actually prepare the computer to solve a
problem, a coded program for the particular problem must be written
out .A.ull, leaving enough space for the standard subroutines desired.
The address of the storage register in which each word (order or
number) to be stored must be clearly indicated according to the
convention that the words are stored consecutively unless otherwise
indicated. Thus the first word is to be stored in some explicitly
indicated storage register; and the succeeding words are to be stored
consecutively(except thatat any time, a new address given explicit~y
will indicate that the next word is to be stored at the new address
and succeeding words consecutively from there). If a standard
routine or subroutine has been used in the program and is to be taken
automatically from film, its library number is simply indicated at
the place in the program at which it is to be stored. If more than
one subroutine is desired, the library numbers of each are given.
These subroutines will then be automatically selected from the library
film by the computer (under the direction of the initial program) and
will be stored in consecutive storage registers, starting at thne
indicated place in the program.

Each item in the program -- each order, number, storage
address, and subroutine number -- is typed out as a single line in
a columnar form on a Flexowriter typewriter. The following conven-
tions must be observed:

(1) Ankorder'is written as a conventional pair of small
letters, a single space, and four decimal digits
(e.g. ca 12!4 or 81 0015).

(2)- A number is written as either a 4 or a -, a single
space, a decimal point, and four decimal digits
(e.g. 4 .1234 or - -9870).

(3) A new storage address is written as a capital letter
A followed by four decimal digits (e,.. A0793).

(4) A desired subroutine number is written as a caoital
letter S followed by four decimal digits (e.g. S0093),
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(5) Each item is written in a single, separate line, thus
requiring a carriage return at the end of each item.

(6) These four different items can be intermixed at will
exct that all orders are to be given before any
subroutine number is given.

(7) The end of the program is indicated by typing a line
of 7 virgule* (i.e. ,////l/).

(8) No other symbol or machine function is to be used ex-
cept those permitted above and the exact form given
must be adhered to, including spaces, decimal pqints,
zeros, and plus signs.

For checking purposes, the manuscript form of the program
is copied twice on two different Flexovriter typewriters by two
different typists. The first typing is performed in a straight-
forward ways, with the standard Flexowriter procedure for nullifying
typographical errors being followed where necessary. The tape pre-
pared by the first typing is put in a tape reader and each character
on the first tape is automatically compared with the character
typed by the second typist. As long as the first typing and the check
typing agree (overlooking automatically any errors that were correctly
nullified in the first typing), the desired character is punched
on a second tape (or in special cases it can be recorded on film or
read directly into WII), while if the two fail to agree, an alarm is
sounded and nothing is recorded, In the event of an alarm, the
typist must determine the source of error, correct it, and proceed.
Thus, in the second typing, the procedure for mllifying typographical
errors is unnecessary and is replaced by the new procedure of simply
retyping if the second typing caused the error or of overriding the
first tape if the error was in that tape. On the second taoe, each
character is followed automatically by its complement. This complement
is used for checking the actual punching and subsequent reading of
the tape. The checked tape can then be recorded on film (or in
special cases read directly into the computer).

Briefly then, the transfer from the typewriter to the com-
puter ieusually accomplished by first punching duplicate tapes and
then preparing a film, although in special cases the transfer can be
performed directly, or via film or via tape alone. The inter-
mediate processes are intended to serve as buffers of increasing speed
between the low typing speed and the high computer speed. Generally,
the computer's time will be too valuable to permit it to take much
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information directly from a typewriter because the efficiency would
be much less than 1%. By the same token, reading a self-checking
punched tape is nearly as slow as good typing and so the tape-to-
computer link is also usually inefficient. The advantage of the
intermediate use of tape is that it is chfap, fairly reliable, sturdy,
easily handled and easily read, so that it is ideal for use in a
manual process which may require correction of many errors. Then
the routine, automatic transfer from tape to film can be accomplished
at the convenience of the faster, more expensive recorder with no
unnecessary delays for a typist to correct her mistakes. A film can
be prepared from the tape whenever a recorder is available, and the
recorded film can then be read into the computer at the proper time,
reliably and rapidly.

R. Procedure b which WI can be Prepared for a New ProgrEam

The computer can be actually started up by the following
.steps, A film kept in one reader, the library reader, is so arranged
that when the reader is started, the first recorded words encountered
on the film by the reader will be the start of the initial program,
recorded in pure binary form. The computer is cleared by means of
a. pushbutton, and toggle switches are set to select the library
reader and to indicate the address of the storage register in which
the first word taken from the library film is to be stored, Then
the computer and the reader are started simultaneously by a push-
button. Since the control switch of the computer is initially clear
and since the cleared Dosition (00000) designates the operation ri,
the computer performs operation ri which reads in the pure binary
words of the initial program one at a time as they come from the
library film and transfers them into consecutive storage registers,
starting at the register indicated by the toggle switches and con-
tinuing until storage is full -- i.e. until a word has been put in
register 255,511,1023 or 2047 depending on the storage capacity avail-
able in the computer. The storage register into which the first
word is -out is-so selected that the last word of the initial proram
falls into the last available storage register (255,511,1023 or 2047).
When that last word has been read in, the commu'-er automatically
stops the library reader and starts to perform the initial program
which has Just been read in,

In addition to the library reader there is a second, or
input, reader in which is the film, prepared from the Flexowriter
tape, containing the coded characters corresponding to the typewritten
form of the desired program. The film is divided into blocks of four
words corresponding to one line of typewritten copy, with enough
space betweep blocks to allow the film to be stopped between blocks
without coasting into t#e next block. Directed by the initial pro-
gram, the copputer starts.the input reader, takes in one b.ock of
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coded characters, stops the input reader, translates the block just
read in, and then continues to take in one block at a time, starting
and stopping the input reader once for each block. If the inforr'a-
tion in the block turns out to be an address, this new address is
translated and is stored in the register which is assigied to keep
track of the address at which the next word is to be stored. If
the block turns out to be an order or a number, it is properly
translated into pure binary and is stored in the register designated
by the address indication. Then the address indication is increased
by one in preparation for the next word.

The first block that turns out to be a request for a sub-
routine initiates a small program that starts the library reader
and reads in a subroutine-selection routine, storing it in registers
formerly used by the initial program for translating orders. This
selection routine then allows the library reader to run and counts,
checks and discards the words read in by that reader until the
desired subroutine is reached. After the desired subroutine has
been read into the computer, the library reader is stopped. The
address section of each order in the subroutine is examined and is
changed if necessary to adapt the subroutine to the storage loca-
tion now assigned to it.

To facilitate the performance of the procedure just described,
one prepares the library film according to the following conventions.
The standard subroutines are all numbered and stored consecutively
on the library film in pure binary form in blocks -- one block for
each routine, so that these blocks are of varying length rather than
being always just four words long. The first word of each block is
the block number and hence the subroutine number. The second word
in each block gives the total number of words (orders and numbers)
in that subroutine and the third word gives the number of orders in
that subroutine, Each and every subroutine is written originally
(before adaptation by the computer) as if it is to be stored beginning
in storage register 1024. The address sections of orders referring.
to other registers within the subroutine are then no less than 1024,
while the address sections jf orders like el, sr, rf and rs are always
kept less than 1024. The orders are all at the beginning, the numbers
all at the end of each subroutine. Knowilig how many orders there are,
and that the orders come first, the computer can tell whether it is
dealing with an order or a number. By examining the address section
of each order and changinL only those that are not less than 1024,
the computer can properly adapt the subroutine to its assigned loca-
tion in storage. It can then store the adapted subroutine (both
orders and numbers) in the proper registers, start the input reader
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again, and continue with the next block of Flexowriter characters.
More requests for subroutines can be handled in the 4same way, bcut
no more orders can be translated becauee the order-translating
pqrtion of the initial program has been replaced by the subroutine
selection routine. The purpose of replacing the one by the other
is simply to reduce the amount of storage required by the initial
program at any one time.

P. Conclusion

Much of the equipment described in this note is still
being developed and tested, so that the system illustraLed in the
attached pictorial schematic will not come completely into being for .at least a year. In the meantime, a direct tape-to-computer reader
with checking, shifting and control performed by the computer, will
be used as a primary source of input. As soon as film equipment
passes the testing stage, film will be prepared from tape,again makinguse of the computer for checking, shifting and control. This interimsystem, which will be described in a forthcoming note, will requirenew programs for handling the direct type read-in, but the technioues
described in section D will be essentially no different in the interimthan in the final system.

Techniques for manual control (i.e. stopoing the computer ata designed place, examining contents of specified electrostatic storageregisters, and inserting new orders or parameters) will be necessaryto give the programmer control over the cownuter after it has beenstarted on a program. These techniques will probably involve the useof the toggle-switches and flip-flops comprising test storage, andthey will be described in a note as soon as they are worked out in full.

The techniques described in this note are to be consideredas proposals subject to considerable modification.

Signed:
C. W. Adams

Approved:
R.R. Everett

CWA:bm

Attached: A-35681
E-35714
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C, W., Adams
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Standard automatic subroutines are programs for the evaluation

of frequently needed functions or for the performance of routine

computational chores. Such subrqutines, which are intended

primarily for use as a part of a larger main program, will be
kept on permanent file in the slow-speed memory of a computer
and will be inserted into high-speed memory along with any
program of which they are to be a part. A subroutine, if it

is to be referred to from several different parts of a main
program, must be prepared for each use by the insertionu of
now addresses into some if its orders,

In the present note, various preparation techniques are dis-
cussed. Most promising is a deferred preparation, in which the
only preparatory order needed in the main program is a transfer
of control order, all of the necessary changes in the subroutine
being performed by orders in the subroutine.

In the Whirlwind computer the address of the register next after
the register containing a transfer of control is stored automa-
tically in the A register by the transfer of control (eu) order,
This register, next after the one containing the ag order, is
a prearranged location characteristic of one and only one 12 order,
and as such this register and the ones following it can be used
to store any addresses which must be available to the subroutine
in making the necessary preparations. That is, the correct
return address and the addresses of registers which are to con-
tain all necessary extra addresses can all be deduced within the
subroutine with no assistance from the main program.

IntroductiOn

The simplest computer imaginable would need to have only a few
basic abilities -. in fact, the ability to (1) sense and (2) complement
a selected binary digit would be sufficient, Unfortunately, many repeated

To,,
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applications of these basic operations would be required to perform a
/single complete addition since the addition of each-pair of digitsand
each carry would have to be ordered separately; so the program for any
sizable problem would be unwieldy at best. In designing a computer,
therefore, one builds a control and an arithmetic element of at least

enough complexity to be able to perform many of the elementary arithmetic
operations in response to'single orders in the program, The number of
elementary operations so built in may influence the speed, effective
memory capacity and convenience in use of the computer, but it in no way
limits the capability of the machine, For just as addition can be pro-
grammed using only a single-digit sense-and-complement order, any of the
more complicated numerical operations can be programmed using the simpler
built-in operations

The Whirlwind computer has built into it the abilities to.

add, subtract, miltiply, divide, find magnitude, and point off (find
the characteristic of the log x for any given x), using numbers within
the prescribld range. Other Operations, such as the evaluation .of
4x, log x, e , sin x, etc.,, are not built in. The line between included
and excluded operations is drawn, as it is in all such cases, by a
compromise based on such considerations as the flexibility, convenience,
speed, economy of construaction, simplicity, and ease of maintenanoe
desiked; these considerations hinge in turn on the intended purpose of
the machine, The decision-is made less difficult by the comparative
ease with which the non-automatized operations can be synthesized from

the elementary ones and made to seem almost automatic,,

The intention of this report is to combine and bring up to date

under one cover the pertinent information on the means of accomplisbing
programmed automatization of the non-elementary but nonetheless common

numerical operations. In the present report, a working knowledge of
coding for the Whirlwind computer is presupposed. The Appendix contains
a summary guide to coding and a brief but exact description of the Whirl-
wind order code as of January 1950,

Standard Autoatic Subroutines

Programs that are commonly used as part of a larger program are
called subroutines. Because the subroutines described in this report
will be so arranged that they seem to be built in, these subroutines are
called automatic. Only one or at most a few of the many possible variants
of the subroutines for each function will be kept permanently available

(in the case of sin x, for example, different routines would be provided

at least for (1) x in revolutions, k2) x.in radians, (S) x in radians

times some scale factor,) Such subroutines will then be called standard
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automatic subroutines for the evaluation of the given functions.o In this
note, techniques for preparing to use the subroutinee are discussed at
length.

Standard automatic subroutines will be kept on permanent file
on the slow-speed film storage of the Whirlwind computer and each will be
inserted ihto high-speed storage along with any program in which the parti-
cular subroutine is needed,, Some indication of the necessary subroutines
and of the addresses of the storage registers to be occupied by each sub-
routine will be given as part of each main program. That is, in writing
each program, the programmer will be able to select for use in his program
any of the standard automatic subroutines and he will be able to designate
the storage registers in which each of the selected subroutines is to be
stored, subject only to the condition that his assignments are compatible
with the length of each subroutine so that there are enough consecutive
storage registers available for each of the subroutines.

According to the present plans for Whirlwind I, all of the stan-
dard automatic subroutines will have been written, converted to binary
form, and stored in some order on one (or more if necessary) roll of film
called a library film. ]'ach subroutine will have been written under the
assumption that it is to be stored beginning at register #1024. All the
necessary constants, except possibly some universal constants like 1/2,
will be included asa part of the subroutine, stored in registers immediately
followinei the last order of the subroutine. The purpose of writing each
subroutine starting at register 1024 is to permit easy discrimination by
the computer between those orders whose 'address sections refer to other
parts of the subroutine and those orders whose addresses are irrelevant
or refer to something else (such as a number of shifts, an address of an
external device, or an address of some universal constant, all of which
would normally be less than 2104),

The actual insertion of a program into the comnuter will probably
be done with the aid of three preliminary routines, all of which will
presumably be stored at the beginning of the library film and will be put
into the high-speed storage of the computer by means of the ri operation.
The main program to be nerformed will have been typed out in some normal
fashion on an automatic typewriter which at the same time prepares a
perforated tape. (Flexowriter equipment will be used for this purpose.)
Each character (ie., each of the 50 keye and controls on the typewriter)
has a six-digit binary representation on the tape and this binary-coded
information can be translated in the computer to the proper binary form
and stored in the proper registers by means of a suitable conversion
program, The typewritten form of each new program will also have, probably
at the end, some indication of the subroutines needed and the addresses
assigned to each. The conversion routine, the first of the three preliminary

S.
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routines, will then turn this information, properly translated, over to
the second preliminary routine, a library selection routine, which will
select the desired subroutines from the library film, The third subroutine
(the adaptation routine) will take each subroutine and change the addresses
as necessary to adapt the subroutine to its assigned place in storage.
These preliminary routines will be discussed in a subsequent note.

A library of subroutines is actually being built up, starting
with the common function evaluations, most of which have already been
prepared in preliminary form and published (of. E-170, C-70, C-77 for

aX and log x, sin x and cos x, and fx- respectively). A note which will
contain refised and "final" forms of these and other subroutines is also
forthcoming.

lassificationoSbroutin

Standard automatic subroutines can be classified according to
the amount of information which must be exchanged between the subroutine
and the main program each time the subroutine is used. Obviously, every
subroutine must be supplied with the proper return address -- the storage
address of the next order in the main program to which control is to be
returned at the completion of the subroutine, Aside from the return
address, many subroutines such as those for the evaluation of x, log x,

e , sin x, etc., need only to be given the value of x and need only to
supply the value of the desired function. Since the quantity x and the
resulting function of x will in most cases occupy only a single register
each, the simplest procedure, apparently, is for the main.program to put
the quantity x into the Accumulator (AC) Just before transferring control
to the subroutine and for the subroutine to put the resulting function of
x into AC just before returning control to the main program. Thus in this
case no storage address, other than the return address, needs to be exchanged.
Subroutines of this type, requiring the exchange of no addresses, will be
said to be zero-address subroutines.

Some subroutines require the exchange of some number other than
the quantity x and the result. For example, the quantity x or its result
may be double-length -- i.e., require two registers to accommodate it
because of its magnitude or its precision or both. (Prequently, however,
a two-register result such as a number and a scale factor will be obtained
from a zero-address subroutine since the result can easily be stored with
the number in AC and the scale factor in some predetermined register, chosen
once and for al1.) Or, as another example, a subroutine intended to shift
the contents of AC and BR left without roundoff must be supplied with the
number of shifts to be performed, In such cases it is nepeseary for the
main program to supply an address, over and above the return address, to
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the subroutine -- that address being either the address at which some
necessary quantity will be found or at which some result is to be stored,
Subroutines of this type, requiring that one address be exchanged, will be
called one-address subroutines.

Similarly, other subroutines require the exchange of two., three
or more orders: Thus, finding a quotient plus a remainder requires two
addressee, one at which the divisor is stored and one at which the remain-
der is to be stored, with the dividend being put into AC and the quotient
appearing in ACG The double-length arithmetic operations (addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, division) generally require three addresses, one
for each of two operands and one for the result, since the three quantities
involved are each double-length and cannot be stored in AC. In the case
of double-lenth numbers, threg pairs of addresses, six in all,,are actually
required, but it is-assumed that the two halves of a double length number
are stored in consecutive registers so that the second address of a pair
can always be deduced from the first address and is not therefore a separate
piece of information. As before, the number of addresses, ex.clusive of the
return address, characterize the subroutine so that the quotient-and-remain-
der program is two-address while the double length operations are three-
address subroutines.,

Automatization of Zero-Address Subroutines

Fundamentally a subroutine is a set of orders which is used in
several different parts of a main program but which is only to be out in
one place in storage. The problem of automatizing the subroutine is just
the problem of how to permit the subroutine to be effectively inserted
into the main program by unconditional transfers of control from the main
program to the subroutine and back again. By definition, the zero-address
subroutines require the exchange of no address except the return address

Suppose, for example, that the programmer has requested that a
subroutine for the calculation of the square root of a number be stored
starting in register 935. Suppose further that, at the completion of the
main program order stored in register 619, the quantity x is in AC and that
the square root of x is wanted. Then the order stored in register 620
might be ep 8 which would transfer control to the start of the square root
subroutine. At the end of the sqare root subroutine is another M order,
which in this case should be ep 621, to return control to the proper point
in the main program. This address 621, the return address, must be supplied
from somewhere, It obviously cannot be simply written in once and for all,
for the subroutine will probably be referred to from several different
places in the main program and the return address will differ in each case.
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One way to supply thM return address would be to store the
return address, which is known in each case, in some predetermined registe:%
Then in the main program, before the ep 958 order, one could clear and
add that address and transfer it, using the td operation, to the register
containing the ap order at the and of the subroutine. This procedure
requires at least two extra orders and one extra register of constant storage
for each place ir. which the subroutine is to be inserted into the program
In addition it presupposes anticipation by the programmer who must be sure
that the ca and td sequence is inserted in the main program before the
quantity x is formed in AC, it being assumed that x is to be in AC when
control is transferred to the subroutine,

Reg Content

main
program

9

T606)
607)

620)

833k
964j

Up 9384

anticipated
preparation

transfer of control

constants

subroutines

833) ri 621}

938) et 9651

964) ap -
965)

stored constant
(operation ri is used because its
coded representation is 00000)

desired
subroutine

return of control

ANTICIUATED PREPARATION FOR
A ZERO-ADDRESS SUBROUTINE

Pago

c'a
td
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This anticipated preparation of the return address is possible
in almost any computer. But in Whirlwind I, the addition of one simple
feature to the a operation and the addition of one new operation9 ta,
has removed the need for the clumsy procedure just described. The function
of these two orders is as followse

!2g-. Transfer control unconditionally to register x. Assuming
that the ap x order is stored in register y, store the
quantity y+l (which is obtained from the program counter
before control is transferred) in the last 11 digit posi-
tions of AR.

ta x - Transfer the last 11 digits from AR to the last 11 digit
positions of register x, leaving the first 5 digits
unchanged.

Thus in the example of the previous paragraph, the return address 621 would
be stored in AR, without affecting the contents of AC, by the a order
which was stored in register 62o. Then the first order in the subroutine
would be a ta order which would transfer the return address to the last
order, the ag order,, at the end of the subroutine. The intervening orders
of the subroutine would determine the square root of the number in AC and,
leave the result in AC. In this way the red tape involved in using the
sero-address subroutines is reduced topractically nothing, The square
root of the number is found by simply inserting the order gp298 into the
program whenever the square root of the contents of AC is wanted. Using
the zero-address subroutines requires no more thought or effort than
using a single operation built into the computer,.

Reg. Content

< no anticipation necessary
main 620) ap 935} transfer of control
program,

constants < no constant needed

939) ta 965 deferred preparation
939) of 966

desired
subroutines <3 subroutine

965) sp -- return of control
966)

DEFERR1D PREPARATION FOR
A ZCBOADDRESS SUBRoUTINE
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Automatization of One-Address Subroutines

A one-address subroutine can be automatized in much the same
way as a zero-address subroutine, The only difference is, of courseo
that some storage address in addition to the return address must be made
available to the subroutine from the main program. Consider, for example,
the subroutine for shifting left without rounding off. It is assumed that
the number to be shifted is in AC and BR when control is transferred to the
subroutine and that the shifted result is to be left in AC and BR at the
end of the subroutine.

The subroutine itself could be

Ret Content

719) to 151 store content of AC
719) 61 15
120) to '52 store content of BR
721) ca 751 1shift and store the
722) rc n
723) to 751 original content of AC
724) ca 752 shift content af BR
725) h 753+nj
726) ad 751 add in shifted content of AC
727) sp -- return of control

751)
752)
753) 2-15

7534n)2n-15

767) 21

EXAMPLE A SUB-BOUTINT TO SHIFT
LEFT WITHOUT ROUNDOFF

Actually, such a subroutine would be valid only for n in the
range 0 n 914 and consequently the standard automatic subroutine might
well be slightly more complicated and more general. The subroutine just
given is, however, satisfactory as an example of various preparation
techniques.
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The most obvious technique is anticipated preparation of the
extra address, using deferred preparation of the ireturn address, In the
example given, the number of shifts, n, must be inserted in the Pl n
order in register 722 and the address 7534 n must be inserted in the

mb 704 order in register 725. Note that althouh)a two different addresses
are needed, one may readily be deduced from the other and consequently the
subroutine is classed as a one-address subroutine. The return address
must be inserted in register 727, but this can be handled as in the zero-
address technique, The result is

he,-, Content

main
program

constants

.subroutines

223)
224)

< 225)
226)

240)

< 690)

717)
715)
719)
720)
721)
722)
723)
724)
725)
726)
727)
728)

ca 690
td 722
ad 728
td 725

OP 71

ri n }

ta 7271
to 751
$l 15
to 752
ca 751
91--
to 751
ca 752
Mh --
ad 7511

ri 7 '3

anticipated oreparation
of the extra address (es)

transfer of control

stored constant address

deferred preparation of return address

desired shift-left subroutine

return of control
constant address needed to prepare
address for the mh order

ANTICIPATED PRWPARATION OF
A ONE-ADDRNSS SUBROUINE

Page
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A second technique ie th2e use of a deferred preparation of the
extra address as well as of the rteturn address. This.can be accosrolished
by storing the extra address in some prearranged location so that he
preparation orders can be put into the subroutine, thereby obviating the
duplication of the preparation orders in the nin program, It is not
satisfactory to simply decide that the address should be stored in some
one resister, such as In 690 as it was in the examole; for since the
address will presumably be different each time the subroutine is used,
the main program would still be required to transfer the address to some
given location such as 690.. (Although in the case at hand, in which the
quantity n is needed in two different orders, some economy of orders could
indeed be made by letting the main program put only the first addrass into
the subroutine and letting orders in the subroutine form the second address
from the first,).

In the deferred preparation technique to be described, the extra
address is stored in a location so chosen that each reference to the sub.-
routine from the main program designates uniquely its own prearraneed
location. Thus far in this discussion, the return address has been the
address of the register next after the register which contains the trans-
fer of control (the e order). However, this register, next after the
one containing the a order, is a prearranged location characteristic of
one and only one transfer of control point, and as such this register could
be used to store the necessary extra address. The correct return address
would then be the address of the register second after the transfer of
control point.

RegContent

no anticipation necessary

main 240) p 717 transfer of control
program 241) ri n the necessary address, stored in

a dummy order

constants rno constants needed, except those directly
associated with the subroutine

717) ta 723 preparation for deferred preparation
'-J of extra addressea

718) ta 733 .oartial deferred pre-oaration of the
return address

719) to 751
720) sl 15 storing the contents of AC and BR

subroutines 721) to 752 (tart of the shift-left subroutine)
722) ao 733 completion of deferred preparation

of the return PddreseS 723) ca --
72)4) td 72 L deferred preparation of the extra
725) ad 734 address (es)
726) td 731

(continued on next page)
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Reg Content

727) ca 751
728) e9 --
729) to 751 completion of the desired shift-

subroutines 730) ca 752 left subroutine
(continued) 731) mh --

732) ad 7511
733) ep -- return of control
734) ri 753 constant address needed to prepare

address for the mh order

DEY~FLRED i'REARATI0N OF
A ONE-ADIRESS SUBROUTPINE

Automatization of Several-Address Subroutines

The generalization to several addresses of the preparatory tech-
niques just described for one-address subroutines is almost trivial and
little need be said. The anticipated prenaration works in exactly the
same fashion except that more than one address must be stored in constant
storage and must then be transferred by orders in the main program to the
subroutine. The deferred preparation is likewise almost unchanged; the
several addresses are simply stored as dumry orders in consecutive regis-
ters immediately following the 22 order in the main program, and the
return address is simply the address of the register next after all of
the several dummy orders,

Historyof the Discontinued "Automatic Subprogram" Operations

One of the most important set of three-address subroutines for
a computer with comparatively short register length is the double-length
operation subroutines. Some time ago (cf. M-111, ppe 8-10, dated
October 6, 1947) it was proposed that a set of five special operations be
incorporated into the design of the Whirlwind computer primarily to facili-
tate work with double-length numbers. The first of these operations,
designated by as, would (1) transfer the contents of AC bodily into BR and
(2) transfer the as order itself into AC, Three of the operations were
logically identical, these operations, deaignated by axa , a, would-
(1) transfer the ax (or Mj or a2) order itself into AR, () trantfer the
return address from the program counter to register 2047, and (3) transfer
control unconditionally to some preselected -- i.e., wired in -- storage
address, three different addresses being selected, one by ax, one by am,
one by as. A fifth operation, logically almost equivalent to the present
ta operation but designated by ro, permitted the contents of AR to be read
into AC.
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The intended function of these operations is best illustrated
by an example. Supoose a double-length addition subroutine is to be
used and that the augend is stored in registers 619 and 619, the addend
in registers 712 and 713, and -the sum is to be stored in registe re 32
and 833. Then the preparatory orders would be

as 615
as 712
ax 32

The first order would put the address 618 into AC; the second order would
shift the address 618 into BR and put the address 712 into AC- the third
order would put the address 532 into AR, would transfer control to a
preselected position (x), and would store the return address in register
2047. Then the subroutine for double-leneth addition, stored beginning
in register x, would proceed to unstack the various addresses stored in
AC, AH and BR and supply4 them where 'needed in the subroutine, would deduce
from the given addresses the second address of each pair (e.g., 619 = 6184 1),
would transfer the return address from register 2047 to the return of
control (a order) at the end of the subroutine, and would then perform
the double-length addition.

The so-called "automatic subprogram" operations were eliminated
from the Whirlwind I order code (cf. B-235, May 6, 1949). The reason
for mentioning them here is threefold. First, these operations were
referred to in a number of notes on programming techniques written in
1948 and it seems advisable to take cognizance of them for the benefit
of anyone who has already or may yet encounter references to them in
the literature of Project Whirlwind. Second, these operations point out
at least one way in which special operations can be built into the machine
to facilitate particular applications. Third, the method used is funda-
mentally a good one and provides a standard for comparison with other
techniques. The reason that the automatic subprogram operations were
dropped was simply that their value did not justify their existence when
compared to the possible value of other special built-in operations.
It should be noticed that there would be almost no gain, in fact less
than none in some cases, in using the automatic subprogram operations
in preparing for zero- or one-address subroutines because (1) only three
locations (x, y and i) and consequently only three different subroutines
can be used and (2) the use of the arithmetic element in storing addresses
is obviated by the fact that in many cases the numbers themselves can
be stored in AC even more effectively than their addresses.
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Evaluation of the Preparation Techniques

There are several criteria by which a trogramming tecbnique
should be evaluated. The most imoortant of these criteria can be summed
un in the form of four questions0

(1) Is the technique easy to learn and to use?
(2) Does the technique reduce coding and manual preparation time?
(3) Does the technique reduce the storage capacity needed. to

solve the problem?
(4) Does the technique reduce the computing time needed to

solve the problem?

In evaluating the three methods discussed in this report, one might pre-
pare a table of comments on their relative merits. Of course, the use
of special orders is not a technique of any practical importance in the
Whirlwind or any other computer at present, since the orders do not exist,
but it is well to keep the possibility in mind It should also be noted
that deferred preparation of a return address is only possible in a com-
puter such as Whirlwind having the appropriate orders (e and ta) in its
code. But deferred preparation of extra addresses is possible in any
digital cuter, even if the order code requires use of anticipated
preparation of the return address, for once the return address is avail-
able to the subroutine, the addresses of registers
addresses are also available.

containing the extra

EVALUATIUN OF PREPAaI 01 TECHNIQRS

anticipated
preparation

deferred
preparation

use of special "automatic
subprogram" orders

ease in learn- quite easy to requires special requires some special
ing and apply- learn since no knowledge, but knowledge, but once learned
ing special tech- once learned Ie is probably the easiest to

nique of coding easy to use use. Lacks generality since
is needed, , um- it cannot be applied to
bersome in use manysubroutines,

reduction in wasteful and quite efficient most efficient for double-
coding and man- cumbersome since only the length numbers, since the
ual preparation essential address of commonly used sub-
time addresses need routines does not need to be
reduction in be inserted avecified by the main program,
required stor- (including the but has no advantage over
age capacity address of the deferred preparation in many

desired sub- applications
routine)

reduction in
the required
Computing time
(actually, use
of subroutines
necessarily *
ipcreases com-
puting time
cpmoared to
not using sub-
routines at all)

uses two orders
to prepare the
return address,
which is poor;
uses two orders
to prepare each
distinct extra
address., which
is good.

uses one order
to prepare the
return address,
which is oaod;
uses four orders
to prepare each
distinct extra
address, which
is goor.

uses two orders to prepare
the return address, which is
poor, uses two, plus (to get
an address out of BR), orders
to prepare each distinct extra
address, which is fair.

criterion
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Conclusions

The deferred preparation technique will be used in connection
with all standard automatic subroutines for Whirlind I. By this method-,
only one order is needed to brind about the evaluation of a common func-
tion, and only one extra register is needed for each extra address which
is to be supplied.

Use of the various preparation techniques is shown in the
followind example, where the program is not an examnle of efficient
coding but merely illustrates the thoughtless, brute force way in which
results can be obtained.

Required to evaluate (exsin y 5e sinx)2

where it is known that 0;> z> -1
0 > y>-1

2 eXsin y-eysin x;N.-2

Suppose the following subroutines are available,

Evaluation of ex for -1< x 0, first order stored in register A

Evaluation of sin x for -14C x 4,1, first order stored in register.B

Double-length subtraction, first order stored in register C

A subroutine to take a double-length anmber, shift it left n times
and put it back in the same pair of registers, first order stored
in register D

Other registers are assigned as -follovs4

register I contains x

register T contains y

registers fl, T2, etc. are consecutive registers available for
temporary storage

The program then ist- (asterisks indicate use of a standard subroutine)

ca
Sp A find and store ex

to T1caY 1

pai findsin ysU
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sh TI
to TIal 15 form and store 30-digit product e. si y

to T2
ca Y
sp A find and store e
to T3
ca X find sin x
pB

ah T3
oT3 form and store 3O-digit productesin x

to T4

srCapsubtrac t the second product from the first
ri T1 address of minuend
ri T3 address of subtrahend
ri T1 address of difference,

*sp D shift the result left 8 times
ri 9 number of shifts required
ri T1 address of operand

Thus it is seen that such operations as the evaluation of e
or sin x and subtracting or shifting double-length numbers can be pro-
drammed almost as easily as.if they were built in to the computer, using
deferred preparation of standard automatic subroutines.

Signed
C.W, Adams

Approved
R. R Everett

CWA/Ifu/aec

Attached: A Short Guide to Coding
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Project Whirlwyad
Servemaechanisms Laboratory

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT )DISPLAY PROGRAM IUMBER IV NON-BOMOGENEOUS SECOND ORDER

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

.
E. Taylor, G, C. Sumner, E, L. Ziegler, G. Cooper

Fromh C..W . Adams

Datel January 30, 1950

d 2  d 2
Abstract A program is presented which solves the equation -_ + 27 -0 + 2= Et

dt2  / '

for i(t) a square wave or.sAwtooth wave. Method used is a linear

extrapolation-integration procedure. The program is tailored to

the 32 registers of test storage available in Whirlwind I.

Display Program Number IV is a modification of Display Pr*-

gram Number II using a less refined approximation in the numerioal

solution in order to permit a driving function to be generated and

introduced while still keeping the program within the limits of the

32 tegisters of test storage.*

The equation solved (approximately) in Display Program Number IV

is the non-homogeneous differential equation!

2
+u 2 W +2 Y 2 E(t)

2 7 dt
dt

This equation describes (among other things) the response of

a series RLC circuit to a driving voltage E(t)0

R T

* See the description of Display and $torage at the end 3f this note -

Appendix I
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The constants zeta ( ) and omega (w) are respectively the dampinig
ratio and the natural frequency of the RLO oircuit,

A numerical formula (i., a set of difference equations) to
apprazimate the differential equation is obtained in a manner analogous
to that described in E-304., Display Program Number II, using one lees
step than is taken there,

Derivatiopn-of the2Famula

The equation to be solved is

2
d P.E- k2 .- 2

2 wujl , 2 dt wy
dt

We let'Wf .it

2
d 2 2 dv 22 2

ei that 2-M * E - 2wW V w2y
dt2

and letting E 2* v - y - P for convenience

dv
we get dtwP

Thus the original second order equation reduces to the system

d-v
dt dt

Now leit yn ay(nh) be the value of y when t nh, where h is a

small increment of time, and

similarly let v= v(nh); R E(nh),- P 3 vn- y

(1) 41) (1)
First approximation, v - - v vB B n+1 ns n+1 anan+1 n

(1)
and so P k =WP

n+1 n
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Second approximation;
(integration)

(2)
nh+h

n Jn +h
ah

and so

Final approximation
(integration)

Making the necessary
tions iAto the final
tions

(2)

n+1  n

(2)

n+l n
(2)

Pn+1 n

sh+h

vdt yh In 24wh
sh

(2) t2)

2 vn+: 13

n 2 h
yt yI

substitutions from the second and first approxim&-a
approximation, one obtains the difference equa--

v =v + wh (P -wu4h P I wh.)
n+1 n n 2 n

y ay + - wh(v +
n+1 n '2 w n n +1

It is important to notice that w and h always appear as the
combination wh, never separately. Since w is the natural frequency of
oscillation of the circuit, in radians per second, and h is the incre-
ment in time between two successive points, in seconds per point, the
product wh is expressed in radians per point,

2n
is then the number of points per*period, By increasing the 'value

of Wh one obtains feer points in each period. This may be thought
of as keeping the increment fixed and increasing the frequency or as
keeping the frequency fixed and increasing the inurement; both have

Page 3
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the same effect and canno t be separated.

Qutline of the PrQg

The program consists of two separate parts, (1) the &actual

numerical solution of the differential equation for t = ht 2h, 2h, nh
and (2) the generation of the function E(t) for t. ih, 2h, 3h,o,0 Nh,
where N is the total number of.points to be displayed. It is imprac-
tical to store the N separate values of E(t), so these values must be
generated- furthermore, since the numerical solution requires most of
the 32 registers of test storage, only a few orders may be used in
generating the function. Among the functions which may be generated
easily are square waves and sawtooth waves. These.possibilities are
discussed in detail later.

First, let us simply assume that the value of E(t) is generated
by some abort program, so that on the nth cycle through the program the
value of E(nh) is calculated by this abort program when it is needed0
Assume further that at the endtof the nth cycle the new value V is

left in AC and that the program starts by storing this value in a FF
register. Just before the start of each new cycle, the FT registers
(except -the one which contains yn and one which is used by the function.
generating program) are reset by the program counter end carry (overflow)
to some quantity specified by manually.-operated reset switches, The
first six registers are assigned as follows

0 (FF) contains the damping ratio which is changed only by changing
the reset evitches of this register,'. The only reason for
using a FF register is to permit changing # from the teat
control center rather than at toggle-switch storage,

. (IT) vontains the quantity y reset to y (initial value determined
by reset switches) at the beginning 9 f each sweep,

2 ) wreserved for use by the function-generating program.
}3toggle savitch)

4 (FT) reset at the beginning of each coyle to the first order of
the cycle (A4); used during the program to store the quantity v

n
5 (FT) reset*at the beginning of each cycle to the second order of

the cycle (Sr ); used during the program to. store various
quantities temporarily,
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:Register 4 contains the first order of each cycle and that

order transfers the contents of AC, namely v , into the same regi.ster,
The purpose of this is to save one storage register by making the FF

register serve double duty. At the end of each cycle the old valu.e

of v has been added to the increment to obtain the new-value V]

andnkile v is in AC, register 4 is not being used for anything else

and hence caR be reset and used for an order. Once the order has been

taken from storage, register 4 is again free and can again be used

to store the quantity v. A similar use is made of register 5, The

initial value of v (i.e the value assigned to v at the beginning of

each sweep) is always zero, since at the start v is assumed to be in

A and AC is cleared (along with most of the rest of the computer) at

the start of each sweep, The trick of using the FF registers twice

is only possible because of the reset controls peculiar to the FF

registers and is then only possible when the contents of the register

is immaterial at the beginning of eachoycle.

In order to simplify the program, wh is ahosen to be 2 .

Since is the number of points per period, choosing wh 2-3 corres.

ponds to choosing to plot 16f:=50 points for each period of the natural

frequenoy of the solution. Actually, minor changes in-the program can

be made to make wh= 2 -n for several different values of n, but wh can-

not easily be given values other than a single power of 2. This dif.

ficulty in varying uih (and v ) is the relatively small price that is

paid in addition to the slighly reduced accuracy to gain enough storage
to permit introduction of a driving function,

-3
The quantity y is stored with a scale factorof 2 so that f

can'be given any value le in magnitude than 2=8.No scale factor

is associated with y, # or the function E(t)
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Coded Program for the Numeric al Solution, in detail

2

3

4

11

12

13

14

OrdeA

1 (ts 4)

(mr 0)

(ts b)

(Sr 4)

(sx 5)

Cts 5)

15 (mr 0)

16 (su 5)

17 (as 5)

18 (cS 4)

19 (sr,8)

20 (su 5)

21 (tas 5)

22 (ad 4)

23 (or 3)

RusaiL

4

5

6

7ii
14

15

16

18

1.9

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

stores the new value of w in reg. 4 (at thea
start of eaoh new sweep of the scope, the
program starts here with zero in AO),

.3
multiplies vn by Fx 2

3 -4
stores v x 2 = 2Zv x 27 in reg 5

these registers reserved for function-generating
program which leaves Z in AC,a

subtracts y from n
n .a

multiplies by 274, leaving (En- y)24 in AC
4 n1n 4

subtracts 2  Vn x 2 from n- yn
-4 -4

stores (Zn - 2vn - y) 2 - Pn x 2 tem-

pararily in reg. 5,
-4 -3

multiplies P x 2 by x 2 ,leaving
Px273 xn274 "hl P x 24n a4

subtrautsPa x24 from Wa P x 2

stores P - whP) 2 Wh(P - W 9 P) 21

temporarily in reg, 5

puts -v into AC
8-8 1 2

multipliesby 2 ,leaving -va x 2 .2(wh va x 2

in AG.
-1 1 2 -

subtracts -wh(P wh 2P )2 fi ro-- (wh) V x 2n /2 .n
stores wh(Pi P - )n ninre.,n5

adds v tj1wh(P - wh P - wh)
n 2 a n 2 n

multiplies n +n wh(P - whk

1 VV by 2
2 n nA+1

Pa ge 6
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Order # Regiser

24 (ad1) 27 addsyn to +(v n x 2-3 hU 2n U+1

25 (qd 1) 28 displays and stores yn Wh -n2ya+1
in reg. 1,

26 (ca 5) 29 puta wh(Pa whZP 2whvn) 2 in A0n n 2 U

27 (al 1) 803multiplies by 2.

28 (ad 4) adds y to wh(P -whP why ), fomiimng
n n n 2 , U

(the program counter end carry now resets FF registers

4 and 5 and resets PC to 4, so that the next order is
taken from register 4 and the cycle is repeated)

unctioin-Generating Program

In the Whirlwind I Display photographs (A-35128,, attached),

are shown three different functions, a square wave., a sawtooth wave,
and a step funotion. All of these functions are easily generated
using the following soheme.

Once each cycle, an adjustable constant (o), stored.in register 3,

is added to the contents of register 2,. As a result the contents of

register 2 increase as a straight line with a slope determined by the
adjustable constant. Then, by shifting the contents left a few digit (i),

some of the left end digits are discarded. This results in abopping
the straight line up into pieces and making it start over at zero with
each new pieoe. Technically, the result after n cycles is the 'residue
ne2k (mod 1). In short, the result is a sawtooth wave such as is

shown in the photograph,

By singling out the leftmost digit of the sawtooth wave, one

can generate a square wave, for the leftmost digit taken alone gives 0

for.the first half of the sawtooth and 2 for the second balf. The left..

most digit can be singled out by following the NJg order used for the

sawtooth by and then al 14. The or-1 order shifts the number

into BR and rounds off, leaving 2-15 in AC if the leftmost digit was
1 and 0 in AC otherwise. The .AL_4 order then shifts the singled-out

digit back into the proper place.
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A step function can be made up by (1) generating a square
wave of'very long period and (2) shifting the time base to the 2left

until the step becomes near the originz The time base can be sbifted
easily by resetting FF register 2 to contain some positive number m.
This shifts the wave shape to the left because the function-generating
program starts out, when actually t = 0, with m in register 2 and
therefore behaves at the beginning as if t M1 Similarly, resetting
register 2 to contain a negative number shifts the wave shape to the
right,

Many variations-of these functions can easily be generated.,
Only the square and saw tooth waves are given in the attaehed program.
It is important to notice that the frequency of the waves is varied by
adjusting the constant which is added into register 2 on each cycle,
The amplitude can usually be varied only by factors of 2 by changing
the final shift order, The _ order wbich is used to actually display
the driving function is arranged to transfer inti a toggle-switch regis-
ter. The reason for this is that (1)' actually the driving function
does not need to be stored and (2) there is no FF register available
in which to store it., Transferring into a toggle-switch register
generates a transfer check alarm. Thus an alarm-is normal for this
program and must be suppressed by turning the alarm switches off, y
changing the A. to ag, the alarm can be averted but the driving function
is no longer displayed.

signed
C.V. Adams

approved
LR. Everett

OWA/lfu
attached Appendix I - Display and Storage

Display Prgram Number IV
A-35128 - Whirlwind I Display
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Appendix 1

The present temporary display system consists of a cathcde-

ray oscilloscope connected to a decoder with a capacity of ei ght binary

digits. The decoder prodnoes a voltage with an amplitude corresponding

to the sign and magnitude of a binary number and the voltage is used

to provide a vertical deflection for the scope. The horizontal defleo-

tion is provided by the sawtooth sweep generator within the scope

itself. This horizontal sweep generator controls the computer so that

when the sweep starts the computer is started and when the sweep stops

the computer is stopped, cleared, reset, and ready to be started again

by the next sweep. The FF storage registers may be reset or not depending

on the setting of some switches'

Once started, the computer proceeds on its own and whenever

a number in the accumulator is to be plotted, a special instruction

called d - display - which is written into the program puts the new

value into the decoder (thus setting the vertical deflection) arid

intensifies the scope beam momentarily, thus plotting a spot.on the

scope face. Since the time required by the computer to obtain each new

value is about constant and since the scope is approximately linear, the

horizontal distanoe between spots on the scope face is nearly constant,

The frequency of the horizontal sweep is adjusted so that the length

of each sweep corresponds to the time required by the computer for the

solution of the problem at hand.

Storake.

The storage of the computer (i.e. the capaoity of the machine

to acoept and remember numbers and instructions) is at present restricted

to the 32 test storage registers, each 16 binary digits long. Of these

32 storage registers, 5 are composed of flip-flops and are therefore

erasable and may be used for'storing new information obtained by the

computer during automatic operation. The remaining 27 registers are

composed of toggle-switches which must be individually set by hand
and cannot be erased or altered by the computer in automatit operation.
All numbers and all instructions are stored in these 12 storage registers.
New information is usually introduced by means of toggle evitches
which control the resetting of the 5 flip-flop registers. These switohee

do not reset the registers directly, they merely determine the numbers
to which the registers will be reset when a reset pulse occurs0 A
reset pulse can be generated by an end carry (overflow) from the program

counter and/or by a pulse (called SD end carry) generated at the end of

each sweep of the display oscilloscope.
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0 (FF) reset to
3. (FF) reset to Y

2 (FF)reset shifts driving
3 function right or left
4 (FF) reset to 4
5 (FF) reset to
6 to 5
7*

9
10 *
11
12 *
13 *
14 u 1I

AEgf jr %h
15 sr4 -4

16 su 5
17 to 5
18 mt 0
19 su 5
20 ts 5
21 oa 4 -2

423 e8( er 6 ffr jath82
*2srf1. 1 frwh=2

23 su %
24 to 5
25 ad 4

26

27
28
29
30
31

(Ar for wh

JU. for wh - 2
ad .
qd 1
Oa 5
el 1
ad 4

Driving Function #1

-12
3 2 (this register determines

frequency of wave)
7 ca2
8 ad-3
9 to 2

10 16
11 8r 15
3.2 e1 14 (or si I if reduced amplitude

is desired)
13 qd 14 (or " _.4 if driving function

is not to be displayed)

Driving Function #2
4123 2 (this register determines

frequency of vai!e)
7 ca 2
8 ad 3
9 to2

10 s16
11 or 7
12 el 6 (or pj 5 if reduced amplitude

is desired)
.13 qd 14 (or sp 14 if driving

function is not to be displayed)

Turn alarm switches off
PC reset to 4
PC must be reset by PC end carry (pulse stand. 8-la set to give pos, pulse, max.

ampl.)
PC must be reset by SD end carry (pulse stand, 8-lb set to give pojs. pulse, max,

ampl )
UF registers 0, 4, 5 must be reset by PCa nd carry (Coder 8-2, channels 1,4,5 on,

positive)
FF registers 1, 2 must at be reset by PC end carry (Coder.8-2, chaIunels 2,3 off)
FT registers 0,1,2,4,5 must be reset by SD end carry (Coder 8-3, all channels on,

poI-si t ifve).

P go-p 10

4
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Note 13 Changing from #1 to #2 requires changing only'digit 12 of

registers 11 and 12,

Note 2 - The .g) order in register 13 will give a transfer check alarm
in normal operation.

'3
Note 3: Program as given is for Wh 2

Note 4: If it is desired to vary the driving function frequency and not

the damping ratio , ewitch the FF-TS switches and cables
to make rego 0 toggle switch and reg. 3 flip flop.
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LC..... 33....
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LABORATORY LIBRARY
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SIGN THIS CARD AND LEAVE IT
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